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BOOK REVIEWS 

Harry S. Stout, The Divine Dramatist: George Whitefield and the Rise 
of Modern Evangelicalism. Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, 1991. 301 pp. $14.95 

This is one of the inaugural volumes in the "Library of Religious 
Biography," a new and promising series by Eerdmans. The purpose of 
the "Library" is to present in compact and readable form "a series of 
original biographies on important religious figures across American and 
British history." The personalities studied are placed in the broader social 
and cultural context in which they were participants. Another of the early 
volumes deals with the life and ministry of Billy Sunday, certainly an 
important character who influenced Methodist people through his 
revivalistic activities. 

Stout's biography of Whitefield is beautifully written and insightful. 
His interpretation of the English evangelist's life is both fresh and con
troversial. Stout's working thesis is that Whitefield's success was largely 
due to his abilities as a ''consummate performer" (hence the title of the 
book) and a "self promoter with sure business instincts." According to 
Stout, Whitefield was unmatched in England, Scotland, and America for 
his facility in marketing religion in the eighteenth century. 

The author rehearses the major periods and achievements of 
Whitefield's life. He provides a lively and sweeping narrative that empha
sizes the evangelist's preaching the new birth and his talent for reaching 
people at the affective level of their lives. No one will read this book without 
being impressed with Whitefield, a master orator and ''an American icon.._ 
the first intercolonial hero." Readers will also gain a new appreciation for 
his role in the development of modern evangelicalism. 

Unfortunately, there are a few slips in the author's facts. John 
Wesley's wife was not Grace Murray but MaryVazeille (p. 160). Whitefield 
was thirty-three in July 1748, not thirty (p. 201). 

Although some will argue that Stout presents Whitefield too much 
from the perspective of a self-serving actor-preacher, this biography takes 
its place among the other accounts of his life and accomplishments as an 
important contribution to the literature about one of the most significant 
figures associated with eighteenth-century Methodism. 

CHARLES YRIGOYEN, JR. 

Madison, NJ 
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Elmer J. O'Brien, editor, Methodist Reviews Index, 1818-1985: A Retro
spective Index of Periodical Articles and Book Reviews. Nashville, TN: 
Board of Higher Education and Ministry, The United Methodist Church, 
1991. Two volumes. 1072 pp. 

How does one offer appropriate gratitude to the compilers and editors 
of bibliographies and indexes? Their work is tedious and exacting. The 
fruit of their labor saves researchers and scholars countless hours of cull
ing titles and information. Whatever proper thanks is due to such per
sons is owed to Elmer J. O'Brien, Editor, and Betty O'Brien, Assistant 
Editor, and the staff who worked with them in pr,o.ducing this importan,t 
reference work. , 

, The "primary purpose of this index is to provide access to the articles 
and book reviews of five scholarly journals, spanning a period of one hun
dred sixty-seven years, published by The United Methodist ®hurch and 
its predecessor bodies" (1, xi). The periodicals include The Methodist 
Review(including its predecessors and successors), The Methodist Quar
terly Review (including successors), the United Brethren Review (and pred
ecessors), Religion in Life, and Quarterly Review: A Journal of Scholarly 
Reflection for Ministry. 

The first volume deals with periodical articles and includes an index 
of subjects, authors/editors, and scripture references. The second volume 
deals with book reviews, with an index of authors/editors, reviewers, and 
subject/classification. 

The Division of Ordained Ministry of the General Board of Higher 
Education and Ministry of The United Methodist Church also deserves 
praise for the resources it provided to make this indexing project possible. 

CHARLES YRIGOYEN, JR. 

Madison, NJ 

Donald A. D. Thorsen, The Wesleyan Quadrilateral: Scripture, Tradi
tion, Reason and Experience as a Model of Evangelical Theology. Grand 
Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1990. 333 pp. 

The Wesleyan quadrilateral- an articulation by Albert Outler of the 
theological method implicit in the writings of John \Vesley- stands at the 
center of United Methodism's doctrinal enterprise. It supports the freedom 
of theological inquiry cherished by many of Wesley's spiritual descendants. 
It also serves as the lightning rod to catch the charge that contemporary 
United Methodists have drifted into what Wesley called "speculative 
latitudinarianism." 
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What has been lacking is a well researched and lucidly written account 
of the interrelationships of Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience 
in Wesley's writings. Now Dr. Thorsen has remedied that deficiency. 

He tells us: "The Wesleyan quadrilateral represents a model or ap
proach for reflecting on and formulating theology rather than a completed 
system of theology. Wesley would have considered it a benefit rather than 
a liability not to have constructed a systematic theology. Doing theology 
is an ongoing process" (p. 236). Thorsen aims that comment at evangelicals, 
his target audience. But all members of the Wesleyan family will find his 
marshaled facts and interpretive insights stimulating and useful. 

Thorsen begins by surveying theological methodologies from the early 
church through the middle ages and on into the Protestant Reformation. 
Then he offers an excellent summary of the Anglican spirit that Wesley 
imbibed. Next he provides an overview of Wesley's theology and 
theological method. Those sections supply the context for studying his 
book's core chapters on Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience. 

The author approaches his task as a teacher, stating and restating 
his points in slightly different words. While that approach works well in 
the classroom, it tends toward monotony in a book. And there are places 
where Thorsen might have taken a different tack if he had liberals instead 
of evangelicals in view. 

For example, when dealing with Wesley's approach to Scripture, 
Thorsen ignores the implications of Wesley's letter to Mrs. Crosby of 
December 2, 1777, in which he suggests there may be "some exceptions" 
to rules that stand clear in the Bible. In addition, Thorsen's description 
of Wesley's use of the "analogy of faith" as a hermeneutical tool is skimpy. 
That tool, and Wesley's assertion in his sermon "Free Grace" that individual 
verses of Scripture must be interpreted in light of the core scriptural 
message that God is love, offer aid and comfort to those who wish to find 
a precedent in Wesley for a hermeneutic more in harmony with twentieth
century biblical studies. 

Those quibbles aside, Thorsen has put us deeply in his debt by writing 
the book we must read if we are to comprehend the Wesleyan quadrilateral. 

JoHN G. McELLHENNEY 

West Chester, PA 
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Abram W. Sangrey, The Temple of Limestone-A History of Boehms 
Chapel-1791-1991. Lancaster, PA: Boehms Chapel Society & EPA Con
ference Historical Society, 1991. 165 pp. $13.95. 

Boehms Chapel, a United Methodist Shrine, at Willow Street, P A., 
celebrated its bicentennial in 1991 and a significant restoration of the two
century-old "Temple of Limestone". 

Abe Sangrey, who frequently portrayed Bishop Martin Boehm dur
ing the 1984 Bicentennial, first documented Boehm's history while serv
ing as its student pastor in 1943. In the new work he updates that effort, 
pleads the cause of "neglected" Lancaster County United Methodist 
history, outlines and advocates the Boehms Chapel restoration project, 
closely follows careers of the Boehms, father and son preachers, and their 
long interaction with Francis Asbury via time lines, as he does also the 
Boehms Chapel story. 

This large labor of love is intended to benefit restoration of the in
teresting chapel built by the Methodist Episcopal Church on ground given 
by Jacob, a son of the Mennonite Martin, turned United Brethren Bishop 
as co-founder with Otterbein of the United Brethren in Christ. In its pages 
we learn of Martin's ecumenism ultimately found intolerable by fellow 
Mennonites and of his son, Henry's, , adherence to the Methodists as a 
travelling preacher and companion of Asbury. 

Sangrey notices the instant rapport of Otterbein and Martin Boehm 
at the famous 1767 Isaac Long barn preaching service whose "Wir sind 
Bruder" exclamation ultimately yielded both the United Brethren name 
and clasped hand emblem. Contacts with Francis Asbury 1783-1812, which 
led to Henry's travelling with the aged Bishop, 1808-12, are detailed as 
is the loan by Mrs. S. Atmore of an 1813 portrait of Asbury for the 1891 
bicentennial. Sadly, that portrait, given to American University and 
depecited in Baltimore Methodism & The General Conference of 1908, 
page 56, has been lost or discarded. Sangrey thinks that John Funk of 
Strasburg was the artist. This, the last Asbury painted from life, was prob
ably intended by the Atmore gift to hang in a proposed Asbury Hall on 
the extensive Washington campus being planned. 

Lack of pre-1867 Boehms Chapel records forced reliance on exten
sive published accounts of the September 1891 centennial celebration. That 
Wednesday-Sunday event illustrates the wordiness of Victorianism via 
twenty sermons besides historical addresses and reminiscences before large 
outdoor audiences mostly lacking seating places. Recalled was the 1857 
revival under local preacher Daniel Rinier (who also preached) leading 
to reopening of Boehms after a decade of disuse. 

In 1892 the chapel was remodelled losing galleries, high pulpit and 
open beam ceiling, features largely restored in 1991. It is ironic that the 
presiding elder's report of 1897 calls the pastor "Indistinguishable" while 
recounting 226 conversions and 186 probationers from a 22-week revival. 
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This led the mushrooming congregation into a new building and virtual 
abandoment of old Boehms among the tombstones in 1899. 

The fiercely loyal Sangrey regrets that restoration funding limitations 
precluded excavation of basement exhibition space because all district 
churches did not contribute. However, he has made a distinct contribu
tion to the place of the Boehm family and chapel in early United Methodist 
history, especially in relationships involving their friends Strawbridge and 
Asbury, the latter preaching at Martin's memorial service. Incidentally, 
how many persons have had three tombstones as has Martin, whose last 
was unvelied at an interdenominational service in 1929? 

In reviewing this work one could have wished for fewer typos and 
there· are such errors as Henry's being taken on trial in the Philadelphia 
Conference in May 1800 but not licensed to preach until January 1801. 
However, to Sangrey's credit, he was not taken in by the error in Boehm's 
REMINCENSES (1865 and following editions) asserting that Henry began 
his travelling ministry in January 1800 (1801 is correct). 

Sangrey's Chapter, "Meet My Father- by Henry Boehm," represents 
a vibrant and penetrating interpretation ofMartin Boehm. Although it 
is at the end of the volume, you may want to read it first. 

EDWIN SCHELL 

Baltimore, MD 
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"Deftly crafted and 
engagingly presented: 
a rare achievement." 

-JOHN F. WILSON 

"An engaging, indeed compelling nar .. 
rative of the life of George Whitefield, 
the great 18th--century revivalist .... 
This is the best kind of history book: 
one that brings new scholarly insight to 
bear while at the same time providing a 
story accessible enough for students or 

general readers.n_ DANIEL W. HOWE 

''A long--needed biography that explores 
the way America's first religious hero 
worked his charms." 

- EDMUND S. MORGAN 

"In Stout's hands, a familiar subject is 
made new. He is the first to examine 
Whitefield as a cultural hero and popular 
symbol for an emergent age of religious . , 
consumensm. - PATRICIA U. BONOMI 

"The freshest, most suggestive biogra .. 
phy I know of any Anglo--American of 
the early modern era. . . . We will be 
working out the implications of Stoufs 
dazzling, daring interpretation for years to 
come." 
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- MICHAEL ZUCKERMAN 

At your bookstore, or call800~253~7521 
FAX 616A59,6540 
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